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Yeah, reviewing a books Ally A Dark Fantasy Novel On The Bones Of Gods 3 could be credited
with your close connections listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, talent does not recommend that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as contract even more than additional will allow each success.
neighboring to, the publication as competently as acuteness of this Ally A Dark Fantasy Novel On
The Bones Of Gods 3 can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Encyclopedia of Fantasy and Horror Fiction
- Don D'Ammassa 2014-05-14
Encyclopedia of Fantasy and Horror Fiction
provides comprehensive coverage of the major
authors and works in these popular genres. Each
entry includes a brief discussion of the author's
life and work and includes a full bibliography.
Each entry on
Skin - Ally Wagner 2021-03-09
Shapeshifters were wiped out two hundred years
ago by their fellow preternatural beings. To
prevent herself from reaching the same demise
as her ancestors, Keira Quinn pretends to be a
werewolf. That is until she barely survives a
brutal ambush. With a thirst for blood and a
short temper, she molds herself into a ruthless
assassin. Nothing will stop her from getting
revenge. She'll hunt down the ones who attacked
her and kill them one by one. After all, what
better way to assassinate someone than to
impersonate the one they trust most?
Wicked Hearts - Mary E Twomey 2021-01-02
Allies can be found in the most unexpected
places. Adelita wasn't sure what to expect when
her sister came back from battling with their
wicked father. A swift disbanding of the Kalku
isn't as easy as everyone hoped, but every day,
Adelita is determined no one else will be
abducted for their evil purposes. As an old
community turns into a new ally, no one knows
who to trust when things are not as they seem.
Just when Adelita is sure life can't get any
worse, a twist of old magic comes back to haunt
Adelita in ways she never imagined. Facing foes
they have always feared is just the start of this
fast-paced conclusion to the long-awaited

Savage Hearts series. If you like Veronica Roth,
Bella Forrest, and first kisses with a bit of
sweetness and scandal, you'll love this urban
fantasy romance series with a dystopian edge.
The series is based in Hispanic folklore, with an
entirely Hispanic cast of characters. One-Click
book five in the Savage Hearts paranormal
romance series written by USA Today
Bestselling Author Mary E. Twomey today!
Gods of the Ragnarok Era Omnibus Three Matt Larkin
What lies beyond shadow? After centuries bound
in Alfheim, Odin escapes, only to find himself
trapped in the fathomless darkness of
Svartalfheim. His only ally: a woman who no
longer trusts him. Svartalfheim is home to the
strange and corrupt dark elf courts. Eager for
Odin’s oracular sight, they pull him into their
unending power struggles. And while the king is
missing, the world hurtles toward Ragnarok. If
Hermod cannot find and retrieve Odin, Midgard
faces annihilation on all sides. Can Hermod
reach Odin before the end of all things? This box
set collects books 7-9 of this dark fantasy, gritty
retelling of Norse mythology by mythic fantasy
author Matt Larkin. This epic fantasy series
includes: The Apples of Idunn The Mists of
Niflheim The Shores of Vanaheim The High Seat
of Asgard The Well of Mimir The Radiance of
Alfheim The Shadows of Svartalfheim The Gates
of Hel The Fires of Muspelheim PRAISE FOR
THE WORLD OF ESCHATON CYCLE EPIC
FANTASY SERIES: “He takes mythology and
lore, stories and peoples and gods you might
have heard of and twists them, and makes them
uniquely his. His retellings are some of the best
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I’ve ever read, and the amount of research he
puts into each one of his books is staggering.” Sarah Chorn via Goodreads “The story itself is
complex and it is extremely well crafted. ” FantasyBookNerd via Goodreads “Matt Larkin, is
arguably the current master of the Mythic
Legend genre. He has created the far reaching
Eschaton Cycle that interweaves religions,
myths, and legends of cultures and people
through out time and across the face of the
Earth as we know it.” - Dale Russel via
Goodreads “Scenes so vividly detailed it paints a
fantastic backdrop and tosses in some spice to
add flavor to the mix. ” - Kaye via Goodreads For
fans of: R. Scott Bakker Guy Gavriel Kay
Madeline Miller Steven Erikson Sue Lynn Tan
Katherine Arden Jennifer Saint Tashi Suri Joe
Abercrombie Juliet Marillier Wesley Chu Michael
Fletcher Giles Kristian Christopher Buehlman
George R.R. Martin James Islington Janny Wurts
Brent Weeks Ed McDonald Keywords related to
this epic fantasy series: Norse myth, Germanic
myth, dark fantasy books, epic sagas, free epic
fantasy books, myths and legends, retellings,
folklore, fairytales, mythology, grimdark, epic
fantasy, epic free, omnibus set, omnibus bundle,
sword and sorcery, fantasy stories, omnibus
collection, historical fantasy
Oleander House - Ally Blue 2007
"A Bay City paranormal investigation"--Cover.
Appointment - A. E. Mableson
An appointment with Death is hard to break.
Trigger Jones missed one appointment. Then,
when he met his doppelganger he knew that
Death came back to visit again. Five Tales of the
Campfire, Volume One and Ten Tales for the
Campfire include this short dark paranormal
fantasy story.
Mess With Me: A Small Town Romantic Comedy
(Happy Endings Book Club, Book 6) - Kylie
Gilmore 2017-11-07
One tough cop looking for love… Ally Bloom
attends her college reunion on a mission—a
second chance with her first love. Turns out he’s
single and…not interested. Their love is doomed!
But when Ethan Case, the sexy cop friend of a
friend, finds her crying in her spiked punch, he
invites her for coffee with his date. Knowing he’s
taken and she doesn’t need to impress him, Ally
blurts the entire sucky men saga that is her love
life. But wait! There he is at her Happy Endings

Book Club meeting. And pulling her over for
speeding. And in her classroom to talk to the
kids about safety. Is the man just messing with
her, or is this the beginning of something real?
For more humorous contemporary romance,
check out all of Kylie's books! Happy Endings
Book Club Series Hidden Hollywood (Book 1)
Inviting Trouble (Book 2) So Revealing (Book 3)
Formal Arrangement (Book 4) Bad Boy Done
Wrong (Book 5) Mess With Me (Book 6)
Resisting Fate (Book 7) Chance of Romance
(Book 8) Wicked Flirt (Book 9) An Inconvenient
Plan (Book 10) A Happy Endings Wedding (Book
11) The Rourkes Series Royal Catch (Book 1)
Royal Hottie (Book 2) Royal Darling (Book 3)
Royal Charmer (Book 4) Royal Player (Book 5)
Royal Shark (Book 6) Rogue Prince (Book 7)
Rogue Gentleman (Book 8) Rogue Rascal (Book
9) Rogue Angel (Book 10) Rogue Devil (Book 11)
Rogue Beast (Book 12) Clover Park Series The
Opposite of Wild (Book 1) Daisy Does It All (Book
2) Bad Taste in Men (Book 3) Kissing Santa
(Book 4) Restless Harmony (Book 5) Not My
Romeo (Book 6) Rev Me Up (Book 7) An
Ambitious Engagement (Book 8) Clutch Player
(Book 9) A Tempting Friendship (Book 10)
Clover Park Bride: Nico and Lily’s Wedding A
Valentine’s Day Gift (Book 11) Maggie Meets
Her Match (Book 12) Clover Park STUDS Series
Almost Over It (Book 1) Almost Married (Book 2)
Almost Fate (Book 3) Almost in Love (Book 4)
Almost Romance (Book 5) Almost Hitched (Book
6) Keywords: contemporary romance, romantic
comedy, chick lit, funny romance, humorous
romance, humorous fiction, women's fiction,
small town romance, series romance, series,
family sagas, romance series, romance,
romantic, family life, dating, happy endings book
club, happy endings, book club, clover park,
happy endings book club series, humor, romance
book club, marriage, love, family life, friendship,
Kylie Gilmore, USA Today bestselling author,
sagas, romantic comedy series, friends to lovers
romance, steamy romance, romance series,
romance books, smart romance, hot romance,
kylie gilmore romance, beach read, romcom,
long romance series, quirky romance
The Shadows of Svartalfheim - Matt Larkin
2018-08-13
What lies beyond shadow? After centuries bound
in Alfheim, Odin escapes, only to find himself
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trapped in the fathomless darkness of
Svartalfheim. His only ally: a woman who no
longer trusts him. Svartalfheim is home to the
strange and corrupt dark elf courts. Eager for
Odin’s oracular sight, they pull him into their
unending power struggles. And while the king is
missing, the world hurtles toward Ragnarok. If
Hermod cannot find and retrieve Odin, Midgard
faces annihilation on all sides. Can Hermod
reach Odin before the end of all things? A dark
fantasy, gritty retelling of Norse mythology by
mythic fantasy author Matt Larkin. This epic
fantasy series includes: The Apples of Idunn The
Mists of Niflheim The Shores of Vanaheim The
High Seat of Asgard The Well of Mimir The
Radiance of Alfheim The Shadows of
Svartalfheim The Gates of Hel The Fires of
Muspelheim PRAISE FOR THE WORLD OF
ESCHATON CYCLE EPIC FANTASY SERIES:
“He takes mythology and lore, stories and
peoples and gods you might have heard of and
twists them, and makes them uniquely his. His
retellings are some of the best I’ve ever read,
and the amount of research he puts into each
one of his books is staggering.” - Sarah Chorn
via Goodreads “The story itself is complex and it
is extremely well crafted. ” - FantasyBookNerd
via Goodreads “Matt Larkin, is arguably the
current master of the Mythic Legend genre. He
has created the far reaching Eschaton Cycle that
interweaves religions, myths, and legends of
cultures and people through out time and across
the face of the Earth as we know it.” - Dale
Russel via Goodreads “Scenes so vividly detailed
it paints a fantastic backdrop and tosses in some
spice to add flavor to the mix. ” - Kaye via
Goodreads For fans of: R. Scott Bakker Guy
Gavriel Kay Madeline Miller Steven Erikson Sue
Lynn Tan Katherine Arden Jennifer Saint Tashi
Suri Joe Abercrombie Juliet Marillier Wesley Chu
Michael Fletcher Giles Kristian Christopher
Buehlman George R.R. Martin James Islington
Janny Wurts Brent Weeks Ed McDonald
Keywords related to this epic fantasy series:
Norse myth, Germanic myth, dark fantasy books,
epic sagas, free epic fantasy books, myths and
legends, retellings, folklore, fairytales,
mythology, grimdark, epic fantasy, epic free,
sword and sorcery, fantasy stories, historical
fantasy
Over the Mountain and Back: A Fantasy

Adventure Novel - Marie Astor 2012-08-10
From New York Times & USA Today Bestselling
Author! After taking his new snowboard for a
ride in the mountains of Colorado, Peter Bailey
is stunned to find himself in Transadonia - a
hidden world that coexists alongside with the
Earth. Peter soon learns that the shiny, new
snowboard was crafted especially for him by the
smiths of Transadonia. Now, Peter's help is
needed to defeat the evil mastermind who is
threatening the freedom of Transadonia's
magical inhabitants. Just why has Peter been
chosen for this daunting task, and does he have
the mettle to complete it? Lara Grover never
listened to her elders, so warnings like "do not
talk to strangers" mean nothing to her. When a
boy from an unknown world saves her from an
avalanche with the aid of a snow dragon, Lara is
not stunned in the least. Instead, she joins Peter
on his quest to help him realize the purpose
behind his arrival to Transadonia. Together,
Lara and Peter embark on an adventure filled
with perils, trickery, betrayals, and unexpected
alliances.
Flames of the Sun: A Novel of Dark Fantasy Scott Reeves 2016-05-30
Flames of the Sun is a dark/Gothic/steampunk
fantasy set against a bleak, moldering landscape
of brass and iron where the sun is a literally a
gigantic furnace swinging around high above the
world at the end of an enormous shaft that rises
from deep within the planet's core. But the sun
has gone dark. The sun's fire was extinguished a
thousand years earlier, by creatures that both
abhor and absorb light and other forms of
radiant energy. They literally drank the sun into
darkness. This clockwork world of iron and brass
is running down as the planet creaks away into
the silent darkness of starless space. Acid and
ash rain from the sky, the ground rusts, society
deteriorates and life decays. The endless night is
ruled by creatures that have crept forth from the
labyrinthine underground catacombs, creatures
that feed on mutant humans who carry the sun
spark within them. Now, a young girl named
Embra escapes her underground prison and
flees across the crumbling world, bent upon a
holy quest to reignite the darkened sun,
returning daylight to the world and regenerating
life. Her quest will reveal the long-forgotten true
nature of her world, and lead her and her
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species to a fateful encounter with the god of
this dark universe.
Demonspawn: A Dark Fantasy Novel - Scott
Reeves
In this dark epic fantasy that crackles with
sinister sorcery and eldritch energy, ancient evil
and prophecy collide as an unsuspecting
medieval kingdom, still recovering from a hellish
oppression that devastated the land a thousand
years earlier, is about to be plunged once more
into nightmare. The end of the world is nigh!
Sharn is the insane descendant of a people who
were once forcibly interbred with demons from
an extra-dimensional netherworld that's
separated from ours by the thinnest of sorcerous
veils... ...a veil that was once torn asunder in an
accident of sorcery, opening a rent through
which the demons poured and overran the
land,enslaving the population... ...demons that
were eventually driven back beyond the veil by a
noble wizard who foretold that one day the
demons would return, and so would he. Evil stirs
in the land, and demons covet the world of
mortals! Captured by knights who have hunted
the hybrid demonspawn to near-extinction,
Sharn is imprisoned in the dank depths of the
royal castle, where he becomes caught up in the
nefarious plans of a scheming king's chancellor
who is secretly practicing the darkest of magical
arts. The queen has just given birth to a son,
kicking off the fulfillment of ancient prophecy.
Sharn, somehow granted a reprieve from his
madness by the newborn prince, kidnaps the
royal heir and escapes the castle. They wait
impatiently behind a wall that is about to be torn
down by black sorcery! And the hunt begins, as
Sharn flees across a countryside where every
hand is turned against him, heading toward
destiny. Now, a king’s evil chancellor schemes to
reopen the Veil and once again unleash the
demons. The world’s only hope of salvation is an
insane boy, himself the descendant of
demonic/human hybrids, and the newborn baby
he’s kidnapped. keywords: dark fantasy, epic
fantasy, demons, mutants, sorcery, wizards,
kings and queens, novel
Dark Alley - D. S. Wrights 2017-04-05
Newly single and self-confident Alice has
recently decided that she doesn't need a man to
feel complete, if it wasn't for the one activity
where a man can come quite handy. On a girl's

night out that was bound to be embarrassing
and boring, since every girl of her clique is a
mommy or about to become one, Alice makes a
lot of interesting acquaintances and thanks to
one of them she receives a mysterious invite to
the "Dark Alley." Too curious to heed her best
friend's warnings, Alice heads out to end up
having, hot, sizzling sex with a faceless stranger.
This bundle contains episodes 1 - 8 and an
exclusive bonus scene "Dark Alley: Zero."
Episodes of Season 1: #1 Dark Alley: Stranger
#2 Dark Alley: Club #3 Dark Alley: Master #4
Dark Alley: Need #5 Dark Alley: Game #6 Dark
Alley: Stalker #7 Dark Alley: Lust #8 Dark Alley:
Mistress
The Darkdeep - Ally Condie 2018-10-02
"This book left me breathless!" --R. L. Stine, #1
New York Times bestselling author of
Goosebumps and Fear Street "Move over,
Stranger Things. . . The Darkdeep will pull you
into an irresistibly eerie world beyond your
wildest dreams--and nightmares." --Melissa de la
Cruz, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
the Descendants series New York Times
bestselling authors Ally Condie and Brendan
Reichs team up to co-author this thrilling first
book in a darkly suspenseful middle grade
series. Everyone in Timbers knows Still Cove is
off-limits, with its creepy Beast sightings and
equally terrifying legends. But when a bullying
incident sends twelve-year-old Nico Holland over
a cliff and into Still Cove's icy waters, friends
Tyler and Emma--and even Opal Walsh, who
usually runs with the popular kids--rush to his
rescue . . . and discover a mysterious island
hiding in the murky, swirling mists below.
Though the island appears uninhabited, the kids
can't shake a feeling that something about it is
definitely not right. Their suspicions grow when
they stumble upon an abandoned houseboat
filled with all sorts of curiosities: odd-looking
weapons, unnerving portraits, maps to unknown
places, and a glass jar containing something
completely unidentifiable. And in its lowest
depths churns a dark, deep secret. As the group
delves deeper into this mysterious new
clubhouse, their lives begin to intertwine in
weird and dangerous ways. For something
ancient has awakened . . . and it can detect not
only their wishes and dreams, but also their
darkest, most terrible imaginings. Do they have
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what it takes to face the shadowy secrets lurking
within their own hearts? Told from alternating
points of view, this pulse-racing tale from
bestselling duo Ally Condie and Brendan Reichs
is the start of a high-stakes, thrilling series
about friendship and believing in yourself--and
each other.
Weaveworld - Clive Barker 2021-03-30
The Seerkind, a people who possess the power
to make magic, have weaved themselves into a
rug for safekeeping. Now, with the last human
caretaker dead, a variety of humans vie for
ownership of the rug.
The Dark Evolution - Dana Gricken 2020-05-19
After the supposed death of the Dark Queen and
the capturing of the Underworld, the Sentinels
believe they’ve won the war. When a strange ally
of the Dark Queen named Doctor Zero emerges,
he announces that he’s discovered how to turn
everyone soulless. With him, he brings a fearless
army, a dangerous serum, and the powerful
Dark Queen by his side. To have a fighting
chance against him, Riley Stark frees King Bane
and the Renegades from prison. The Dark
Queen’s old husband—King Lucius, who
resurfaces with a bloodthirsty army of his
own—disagrees with Doctor Zero’s plan to turn
the world soulless and seeks revenge. When
Caleb is injured in the battle, Riley is forced to
trust strangers and neglect her own people to
save him. As the government crumbles, new
monsters come out of hiding, and dangerous
groups take to the streets, Riley must protect
Caleb, prevent her people from becoming
soulless, and ask herself if she can continue to
serve the Sentinels when they’ve hidden so
much from her.
Darlings of Darkness (A Vampire Anthology)
- Kristen L. Middleton 2015-01-30
9 thrilling vampire stories in one volume 9 sexy
heroes. 9 strong heroines. 9 bestselling stories
by 9 bestselling authors. This is nine stories
from some of today's most exciting authors. A
star-studded anthology of thrilling, actionpacked and totally swoon-worthy first stories
from ten different vampire series by your
favorite women authors. (Some stories have
been previously published) Book 1 – Blurb: His
precious touch could prove deadly… CRUSH by
bestselling author Chrissy Peebles of more than
ten novels including the popular series The

Apocalypse Infection Unleashed Series and The
Ruby Ring Saga. Book 2 – Blurb: What if courage
was your only option? COURAGE RUNS RED by
bestselling author W.J. May Book 3 – Blurb: After
the inexplicable disappearance of Lilly Taylor's
parents, she has no choice but to move to
Canada where she unravels some frightening yet
intriguing family secrets... RAVEN by bestselling
author Suzy Turner. Suzy Turner of The Raven
Saga trilogy and The Morgan Sisters series as
well as a chick lit novel entitled Forever
Fredless. Book 4 – Blurb: An unhappy vampire
gets a second chance to be mortal in this dark,
yet often humorous tale of creatures at war.
VAMPIRES RULE by bestselling author K. C.
Blake. She’s the author of two other exciting
series which include Bait, Crushed, and Witch
Hunt. Book 5 – Blurb: It lurks in the dead of
night… BLUR by bestselling author Kristen
Middleton Book 6 – Blurb: Rayea is a daughter of
Satan, and a vampire. But the good thing
is…she’s on our side. THE VAMPIRE FROM
HELL by bestselling author Ally Thomas. Her
books have been on the Top 100 bestsellers list
in Fantasy at Amazon since 2011. Book 7 –
Blurb: Sixteen-year-old vampire Tessa's
throwback human genes make her an outcast in
her world, but fate and near death teaches her
that who you are on the inside is more important
that what you on the outside. VAMPIRE IN
DENIAL by bestselling author Dale Mayer Book
8 – Blurb: A reclusive hybrid vampire is forced to
reacquaint herself with the human world in
order to rid herself of an accidental slave
problem. THIRST by bestselling author Claire
Farrell, author of over a dozen speculative
fiction novels. Book 9 – Blurb: Sarah reads her
grandfather's journal in stunned disbelief. What
was once her grandfather's responsibility has
passed to her father and now to her. She has
become the Warden. Her life will never be the
same. THE VAMPIRE’S WARDEN by S.J. Wright
Enemy - K. Eason 2016-05-10
The Illhari Republic rests on the bones of gods,
telling tales of conquest and forgetting its oncebloody devotion to its most powerful goddess.
Snowdenaelikk, half-blood conjuror and
smuggler, cares less about history than the
silver she can win with sharp metal and sharper
wits. But when the local legion blames her for
burning a village, an outlander with a sense of
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honor intervenes, and Snow finds herself tangled
in politics and an unwelcome partnership. Snow
and her new partner, Veiko, together with the
legion scout Dekklis, uncover a conspiracy that
will destroy the Republic from within. It seems
that the goddess is back from wherever dead
gods go. She has not forgotten the Republic, and
she wants revenge. Loyal Dekklis will do
anything to save the Republic, and Snow
reluctantly agrees to help--until she realizes that
"anything" means sacrificing Veiko. Now Snow
must decide whether her partner's life is worth
betraying her allies and damning the Republic to
war.
The Darkdeep Series - Ally Condie 2021-06-29
Discover a thrilling, darkly suspenseful middle
grade series by New York Times bestselling
authors Ally Condie and Brendan Reichs in this
three-book digital bundle! Everyone in Timbers
knows Still Cove is off-limits, with its creepy
Beast sightings and equally terrifying legends.
But when a bullying incident sends twelve-yearold Nico Holland over a cliff and into Still Cove's
icy waters, friends Tyler and Emma--and even
Opal Walsh, who usually runs with the popular
kids--rush to his rescue . . . and discover a
mysterious island hiding in the murky, swirling
mists below. Though the island appears
uninhabited, the kids can't shake a feeling that
something about it is definitely not right. Their
suspicions grow when they stumble upon an
abandoned houseboat filled with all sorts of
curiosities, and in its lowest depths churns a
dark, deep secret. As the group delves deeper
into this mysterious new clubhouse, they
discover shocking secrets about their houseboat
hangout, the Rift, and the Darkdeep itself, and
their lives begin to intertwine in weird and
dangerous ways. For something ancient has
awakened . . . Now, the friends must fight to
protect their secrets, defeat new enemies, and
save Timbers and all that they love, putting their
friendships to the test as never before. Do they
have what it takes to face the shadowy secrets
lurking within their own hearts? This e-book
bundle includes the entire series: The Darkdeep,
The Beast, and The Torchbearers.
Blood Debt - Becca Blake 2020-09-12
If Miria and Azalea want to save each other,
they'll have to save themselves first. Azalea
Nydira has never been a good liar, but she'll

have to become one to survive being the blood
servant of Lord Nero Cineris. For the first time
in her life, she's on her own, without Miria or
any other allies. After betraying Nero, she must
regain his trust and find a way to gain influence
in a treacherous vampire court. With a
resistance rising among the vampires of Terra
Nocturne, Azalea must decide where her
loyalties lie. If she can turn Nero's own court
against him, can she escape the bond that ties
them together? Or will embracing their bond
prove stronger than their enemies? Miria Delien
spent her life trying to escape from Terra
Nocturne, but now that she's been exiled, she's
desperate to return. After her bloodlust as a
newborn vampire exposes her, she's on the run,
and nowhere is safe. Her only hope to return to
Terra Nocturne is to ally herself with a rival
vampire clan that seeks to conquer the city and
destroy the vampire king. But if they succeed in
taking Terra Nocturne away from Nero, their
cruel reign over the elven people will be far
more sadistic than his. Is Miria's thirst for
revenge stronger than her desire for justice for
her people? True Blood and Harlots meet Game
of Thrones in Blood Debt. Fans of grimdark
fantasy will love the gritty world of Becca
Blake's Reign of Blood Trilogy. Scroll up and
one-click to start reading book two of this deadly
dark fantasy series today!
The Beast - Ally Condie 2019-09-24
"Thrilling, intense, with pulse-pounding chills . . .
Everything you could want in a series." --Soman
Chainani, New York Times bestselling author of
The School for Good and Evil New York Times
bestselling authors Ally Condie and Brendan
Reichs co-author another edge-of-your-seat
adventure in this darkly suspenseful middle
grade series. Nico, Opal, Tyler, Emma, and
Logan survived their worst fears come to life,
and saved their tiny Pacific Northwest town of
Timbers from a monstrous figment invasion.
Now they just want to keep their heads down,
enjoy Halloween, and explore the secrets of their
mysterious houseboat clubhouse. And also figure
out their new Torchbearer responsibilities as
keepers of the Darkdeep, an ancient whirlpool
hidden in Still Cove that can make both dreams
and nightmares into reality. But when a
dangerous new breed of figments starts
appearing on their own, and the very
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environment around them begins to spiral out of
control, the friends realize they have no idea
what they are doing-or how they're supposed to
restrain the Darkdeep. They must uncover the
pool's origins, as well as those of the freaky
Thing in a Jar, a seemingly lifeless green
creature Opal believes is communicating with
her. To make matters worse, a trashy YouTube
series has rolled into town intent on finding the
Beast, the legendary local sea monster suddenly
stirring up the countryside. As threats rapidly
close in around them, the friends must fight to
protect their secrets, defeat new enemies, and
save Timbers and all that they love. Told from
alternating points of view, this chilling sequel
from bestselling duo Ally Condie and Brendan
Reichs will once again have readers sleeping
with the lights on.
Box of Secrets - A. E. Mableson
The Box of Secrets devoured secrets. Once
secure in the box, no one could ever divulge it.
To her dismay, Chesney discovered that secrets
aren’t secrets forever. The dark fantasy short
story collections, Five Tales of the Flea Market,
Volume 1 and Ten Tales of the Flea Market
contain this short story.
Atlantia - Allyson Braithwaite Condie 2014
"Rio has always dreamed of leaving the
underwater city of Atlantia for life in the Above;
however, when her twin sister, Bay, makes an
unexpected decision, Rio is left stranded below
where she must find a way to unlock the secrets
of the siren voice she has long hidden and save
Atlantia from destruction"-BRAM STOKER Ultimate Collection: 50+
Horror Novels, Dark Fantasy Stories & True
Crime Tales - Bram Stoker 2018-04-24
This meticulously edited Bram Stoker collection
includes his masterpiece Dracula, other gothic
and dark fantasy novels, as well as horror stories
and supernatural tales. Contents: Novels:
Dracula The Snake's Pass The Watter's Mou' The
Mystery of the Sea The Jewel of Seven Stars The
Man (The Gates of Life) The Lady of the Shroud
The Lair of the White Worm (The Garden of Evil)
Short Stories: Under the Sunset The Rose Prince
The Invisible Giant The Shadow Builder How 7
Went Mad Lies and Lilies The Castle of the King
The Wondrous Child Snowbound: The Record of
a Theatrical Touring Party The Occasion A
Lesson in Pets Coggins's Property The Slim

Syrens A New Departure in Art Mick the Devil In
Fear of Death At Last Chin Music A Deputy
Waiter Work'us A Corner in Dwarfs A Criminal
Star A Star Trap A Moon-Light Effect Dracula's
Guest & Other Weird Stories Dracula's Guest
The Judge's House The Squaw The Secret of the
Growing Gold A Gipsy Prophecy The Coming of
Abel Behenna The Burial of the Rats A Dream of
Red Hands Crooken Sands Other Stories The
Red Stockade The Dualists The Crystal Cup
Buried Treasures The Chain of Destiny Our New
House The Man from Shorrox' A Yellow Duster
The 'Eroes of the Thames The Way of Peace
Greater Love Lord Castleton Explains The Seer
Midnight Tales Other Works: Famous Imposters
Queen of Fire - Anthony Ryan 2015-07-07
In this “deftly and originally executed” (Booklist)
New York Times bestselling novel, Vaelin Al
Sorna must help his Queen reclaim her Realm.
Only his enemy has a dangerous new
collaborator, one with powers darker than Vaelin
has ever encountered… “The Ally is there, but
only ever as a shadow, unexplained catastrophe
or murder committed at the behest of a dark
vengeful spirit. Sorting truth from myth is often
a fruitless task.” After fighting back from the
brink of death, Queen Lyrna is determined to
repel the invading Volarian army and regain the
independence of the Unified Realm. Except, to
accomplish her goals, she must do more than
rally her loyal supporters. She must align herself
with forces she once found repugnant—those
who possess the strange and varied gifts of the
Dark—and take the war to her enemy’s doorstep.
Victory rests on the shoulders of Vaelin Al Sorna,
now named Battle Lord of the Realm. However,
his path is riddled with difficulties. For the
Volarian enemy has a new weapon on their side,
one that Vaelin must destroy if the Realm is to
prevail—a mysterious Ally with the ability to
grant unnaturally long life to her servants. And
defeating one who cannot be killed is a nearly
impossible feat, especially when Vaelin’s bloodsong, the mystical power which has made him
the epic fighter he is, has gone ominously
silent… ***Don't miss the continuation of this
epic saga: The Wolf's Call, A Raven's Blade
Novel available July 23, 2019***
The Book of Gothic Tales - Charles Dickens
2022-11-13
DigiCat presents to you this unique and
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meticulously edited gothic collection:
Frankenstein The Orphan of the Rhine
Nightmare Abbey The Tell-Tale Heart The Fall of
the House of Usher The Cask of Amontillado The
Masque of the Red Death The Castle of Otranto
Vathek The Castle of Wolfenbach Caleb Williams
The Mysteries of Udolpho The Italian The Monk
Wieland Northanger Abbey The Black Cat The
Murders in the Rue Morgue The Vampyre The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow Melmoth the Wanderer
The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a
Justified Sinner The Hunchback of Notre-Dame
The Phantom Ship St, John's Eve Viy The
Mysterious Portrait Jane Eyre Wuthering
Heights Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of
Fleet Street The House of the Seven Gables
Rappaccini's Daughter The Birth Mark The
Lifted Veil The Woman in White Strange Case of
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde The Mystery of Edwin
Drood Carmilla Uncle Silas The Hound of the
Baskervilles The Picture of Dorian Gray The
Horla The Forsaken Inn The Great God Pan
Lilith The Lost Stradivarius The Island of Doctor
Moreau The Beetle The Turn of the Screw
Dracula The Jewel of Seven Stars (Original 1903
Edition) The Monkey's Paw The Necromancers
The Phantom of the Opera Clarimonde The
Mummy's Foot The House on the Borderland
The Boats of the Glen Carrig Wolverden Tower
From Alaska with Love - Ally James
2020-03-03
A soldier has six weeks to convince the only
woman he has ever longed for to take a chance
on life with him in Alaska.... Sara's letters were
the only bright spot during Gabe's devastating
tour in Iraq. With each new correspondence he
fell harder, needed her more, wanted to be with
her. Now, after initially rejecting his offer to
meet, she's shown up at the door of his isolated
cabin in Alaska looking for...what? Gabe's not
sure what made Sara change her mind, but he
knows he never wants to let her go. Major Gabe
Randall is everything Sara Ryan wants but
nothing she feels she deserves. A modern-day
spinster, Sara hides behind family obligations
and the safe, quiet life she's resigned herself to
living. But secretly, even though she may have
stretched the truth about who she is in her
letters to him, she wants Gabe. Will he still want
her when he discovers the real woman behind
the pen? Once they meet, Gabe asks her for six

weeks in Alaska. Six weeks to spend getting to
know each other, and then she'll have to decide
whether they are better together or apart.
Found - Andrew Cull 2022-10-08
Eighteen stories of found footage horror.
Featuring stories by: Bev Vincent, Ali Seay,
Holly Rae Garcia, Clay McLeod Chapman, Nick
Kolakowski, Ally Wilkes, Alan Baxter, Tim
McGregor, Jeremy Hepler, Angela Sylvaine, Josh
Rountree, Donna Lynch, Kurt Fawver, Robert
Levy, Joe Butler, Fred Fischer, Georgia Cook,
and Aristo Couvaras. An anthology edited by
Andrew Cull and Gabino Iglesias.
Ally: A Dark Fantasy Novel - K. Eason
2018-03-07
The city of Illharek teeters on the edge of war.
Rival godsworn battle in both the Suburban
streets and the Senate chambers. And in the
fields and forests, a Taliri army plots its attack.
So when a rebel faction of Taliri offers to help
defeat Tal'Shik, Dekklis sends Snow and her
partner, Veiko, north to Cardik's ruins. The Taliri
say that Tal'Shik's avatar lives in the ruins, and
they want Snow and Veiko to kill her. Instead,
they discover a city full of angry dead, betrayal,
and an unexpected ally. Meanwhile, Dekklis,
now a senator, tries to keep the peace in Illharek
by making allies of the powerful Academy and
enlisting the Laughing God's help to control the
Suburba. But when a godsworn assassin tries to
kill her, the fragile peace shatters, and the
Suburba erupts into violence. As Dekklis
restores order on the tip of a legion sword, Snow
and Veiko concoct a plan to defeat Tal'Shik. But
as the Taliri army bears down on Illharek, their
alliance--and friendship--starts to crack. Because
this isn't a battle for Illharek's streets, it's a
battle for Illharek's soul. And some costs might
be too high...
The Chosen Seed - Sarah Pinborough
2013-12-03
The tables have turned, and now Detective
Inspector Cass Jones is a wanted man on the
streets of London. Framed for murder and
hunted by his former colleagues, Cass needs
every ally he can get—including a very
unexpected figure from his past. While
detectives Hask and Ramsey search for the killer
behind the lethal Strain II virus, Mr. Bright
continues to pull strings from the shadows, and
there are dire warnings of a final battle that
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could tear everything apart. As he searches for
his kidnapped nephew while eluding his own
pursuers, Cass is determined to find the
answers—even if he has to confront the darkest
secrets of the history of humanity to do it.
A Darkness Mirrored: A Dark YA Urban
Fantasy Novel With Vampires (Part of the
Reflections Series of Books) - Eldon Murphy
2013-11-07
Warrior, werewolf killer, slave,
lover…vampire…murderer. Geoffrey was all of
those things. He killed hundreds—possibly even
thousands—of people without a single regret,
but that's only part of the truth. For one person,
Geoffrey was more than just a murderer—he was
a father. More than just an orphan Geoffrey took
in off the streets, Lucy became the woman
Geoffrey sacrificed everything for. This is Lucy's
story. Publisher's Note: A Darkness Mirrored is a
dark YA Urban Fantasy book, and is one possible
entry point into the books that make up the
Reflections Universe. The Reflections Universe
is an Urban Fantasy Series featuring vampires,
shape shifters, werewolves and more, which has
been written so that it can be safely enjoyed by
teen and adult readers alike. Readers new to the
Reflections Series should start with The Greater
Darkness, one of several free young adult books
available from Eldon under this and other pen
names. The Reflections Universe: Some stories
are too full of dark vampire goodness to fit into
just one book! Eldon Murphy is an open pen
name for Dean Murray, the successful author of
multiple clean young adult paranormal romance,
urban fantasy, and epic fantasy series which
collectively have more than 480,000 copies in
circulation. Keywords: Young Adult, Urban
Fantasy, YA, Vampires, Werewolves, Dark Urban
Fantasy, Vampire, Paranormal, Teen
The Dark Cage - Dana Gricken 2020-10-13
Doctor Zero has been defeated, but there’s just
one problem—before his death, he managed to
turn Riley Stark soulless with his serum.
Protected by the Purity Crystal, she’s now able
to feel emotions, but the Sentinels and her
family and friends have slowly turned their
backs on her. While Riley tries to prove she’s
still the same girl, an old soulless legend called
the Cardinal rises. Thought to be a soulless God
with the power to control the Quintessence—the
land of souls, better known as the

afterlife—everyone fears he’s returned to take
over the world. As Riley’s former best friend
returns, he brings an army with him called the
Darkhunters who are intent on killing all the
soulless for good. When he discovers Riley’s
transformation, he kidnaps her and creates a
radioactive bomb that can destroy the soulless.
With friends becoming enemies and an old
soulless God waiting in the shadows, Riley will
have to fight to save the world and control her
new power before she loses it all.
60 GOTHIC CLASSICS - Boxed Set: Dark
Fantasy Novels, Supernatural Mysteries, Horror
Tales & Gothic Romances - Edgar Allan Poe
2018-10-12
This meticulously edited collection is formatted
for your eReader with a functional and detailed
table of contents: Frankenstein The Orphan of
the Rhine Nightmare Abbey The Tell-Tale Heart
The Fall of the House of Usher The Cask of
Amontillado The Masque of the Red Death The
Castle of Otranto Vathek The Castle of
Wolfenbach Caleb Williams The Mysteries of
Udolpho The Italian The Monk Wieland
Northanger Abbey The Black Cat The Murders in
the Rue Morgue The Vampyre The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow Melmoth the Wanderer The
Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified
Sinner The Hunchback of Notre-Dame The
Phantom Ship St, John's Eve Viy The Mysterious
Portrait Jane Eyre Wuthering Heights Sweeney
Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street The
House of the Seven Gables Rappaccini's
Daughter The Birth Mark The Lifted Veil The
Woman in White Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde The Mystery of Edwin Drood Carmilla
Uncle Silas The Hound of the Baskervilles The
Picture of Dorian Gray The Horla The Forsaken
Inn The Great God Pan Lilith The Lost
Stradivarius The Island of Doctor Moreau The
Beetle The Turn of the Screw Dracula The Jewel
of Seven Stars (Original 1903 Edition) The
Monkey's Paw The Necromancers The Phantom
of the Opera Clarimonde The Mummy's Foot The
House on the Borderland The Boats of the Glen
Carrig Wolverden Tower
Unleashed: A Dark Reverse Harem Romance
- Bella Jacobs 2021-05-10
One woman on the run. Four dangerously sexy
bodyguards. And a war brewing that will change
the shifter world forever… I’m living on
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borrowed time, fighting for survival against a
deadly new virus that has no cure and a cult
doing its best to brainwash me. But when a
mysterious note shows up on my windowsill one
night, its chilling message--Run, Wren--launches
me out of the frying pan and into the fire. Within
hours, everything I thought I knew about my life,
my family, and my origins is obliterated, and I'm
racking up enemies at an alarming rate.
Between the cult I've just escaped, a violent
shifter faction out for my blood, and an ancient
evil who eats "chosen ones" like me for
breakfast, my last hope is to join forces with four
dangerous-looking men who claim they were
sent to guard my life. Luke, a werewolf with a
rap sheet. Creedence, a lynx shifter who never
met a mark he couldn’t con. Kite, a bear kin with
a mean right hook and heart of gold. And Dust,
my childhood best friend and dude voted least
likely to be a secret shape-shifting griffin. But
are these men really what they seem? Or are my
alpha guardians hiding a secret agenda of their
own? I’m not sure, but one thing is for
certain—choosing the right allies will mean the
difference between life and death. For me, and
everyone I love. UNLEASHED is book one in the
Dark Moon Shifter’s series. It is a true reverse
harem featuring one woman and her four mates.
The Hungry House - A. E. Mableson
People move into the house, but they never move
out. One horrible day Sally Rews found out why.
Five Tales of the Campfire, Volume One and Ten
Tales for the Campfire include this short dark
fantasy horror story.
Ghost Girl - Ally Malinenko 2021-08-10
Perfect for fans of Small Spaces and Nightbooks,
Ally Malinenko’s debut is an empowering and
triumphant ghost story——with spooky twists
sure to give readers a few good goosebumps!
Zee Puckett loves ghost stories. She just never
expected to be living one. It all starts with a dark
and stormy night. When the skies clear,
everything is different. People are missing.
There’s a creepy new principal who seems to
know everyone’s darkest dreams. And Zee is
seeing frightening things: large, scary dogs that
talk and maybe even . . . a ghost. When she tells
her classmates, only her best friend Elijah
believes her. Worse, mean girl Nellie gives Zee a
cruel nickname: Ghost Girl. But whatever the
storm washed up isn’t going away. Everyone’s
ally-a-dark-fantasy-novel-on-the-bones-of-gods-3

most selfish wishes start coming true in creepy
ways. To fight for what’s right, Zee will have to
embrace what makes her different and what
makes her Ghost Girl. And all three of
them—Zee, Elijah, and Nellie—will have to work
together if they want to give their ghost story a
happy ending.
Bound: A YA Urban Fantasy Novel (Volume
1 of the Dark Reflections Books) - Dean
Murray 2014-01-23
A white-knuckled thrill ride that will keep your
eyes glued to the page. Blood: For shape shifter
Alec Graves, nothing is more important than
family. Duty: Life in the pack requires sacrifices.
No matter the cost, Alec always gets the job
done. Consequences: Alec will be forced to
choose between duty and love, between right
and wrong. Before the final note plays, he'll
learn the true meaning of sacrifice. Publisher's
Note: Bound is a YA Urban Fantasy novel, and is
one possible entry point into the books that
make up the Reflections Universe. The
Reflections Universe is a series of YA
Paranormal books featuring vampires, shape
shifters, werewolves and more, which have been
written so they can be safely enjoyed by both
young adults and older readers alike. Bound is
followed by Hunted, and is one of several free
YA books available from Dean. The Reflections
Universe: Some stories are too full of teen urban
fantasy goodness to fit into just one series! Dean
Murray is the successful author of multiple clean
young adult paranormal romance, urban fantasy,
and epic fantasy series which collectively have
more than 480,000 copies in circulation.
Keywords: Free, Freebie, Young Adult, Urban
Fantasy, YA, Free Book, Vampires, Werewolves
The Mage's Sea (Fantasy) - Timothy L.
Cerepaka 2015-05-23
Book Three in the Mages of Martir series A
month after the events of The Mage's Limits,
Darek Takren receives an urgent notice from the
Undersea Institute, the second most prestigious
magical school in the world, asking him to come
help protect the school from a mysterious new
threat. Thinking he is strong enough to handle it,
Darek travels to the school to aid his friends
there. Yet he soon finds himself hundreds of
miles beneath the ocean's surface, separated
from the gods, facing a darkness no mage has
ever fought before, while Uron's servants
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operate in the background to free their master
from his prison. Worse yet, at the end of his
quest beneath the sea lies a terrible fate for
Darek ... a fate he cannot avoid. KEYWORDS:
Epic Fantasy, Swords and Sorcery, Epic Fantasy
Mystery, Swords and Sorcery Magic, Epic
Fantasy Swords and Sorcery Adventure, Fantasy
Magic School, Mage, Fantasy Gods, Fantasy
Deities
All the White Spaces - Ally Wilkes 2022-03-29
“Some of the best survival horror we’ve read in
years, with a uniquely menacing adversary at its
heart.” —Vulture Something deadly and
mysterious stalks the members of an isolated
polar expedition in this haunting and
spellbinding historical horror novel, perfect for
fans of Dan Simmons’s The Terror and Alma
Katsu’s The Hunger. In the wake of the First
World War, Jonathan Morgan stows away on an
Antarctic expedition, determined to find his
rightful place in the world of men. Aboard the
expeditionary ship of his hero, the world-famous
explorer James “Australis” Randall, Jonathan
may live as his true self—and true gender—and
have the adventures he has always been denied.
But not all is smooth sailing: the war casts its
long shadow over them all, and grief, guilt, and
mistrust skulk among the explorers. When
disaster strikes in Antarctica’s frozen Weddell
Sea, the men must take to the land and
overwinter somewhere which immediately seems
both eerie and wrong; a place not marked on any
of their part-drawn maps of the vast white
continent. Now completely isolated, Randall’s
expedition has no ability to contact the outside
world. And no one is coming to rescue them. In
the freezing darkness of the Polar night, where
the aurora creeps across the sky, something
terrible has been waiting to lure them out into
its deadly landscape… As the harsh Antarctic
winter descends, this supernatural force will
prey on their deepest desires and deepest fears
to pick them off one by one. It is up to Jonathan
to overcome his own ghosts before he and the
expedition are utterly destroyed.
Hunted: A YA Urban Fantasy Novel (Volume
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2 of the Dark Reflections Books) - Dean
Murray 2014-03-27
The Perfect Weapon: Adri Paige can visit people
inside of their dreams, where they are
defenseless. The Ultimate Spy: Adri's power lets
her ferret out anyone's secrets and even
influence their waking actions. The World's
Biggest Prize: Adri's power comes with a price.
Dark forces hunt her, hoping to bend her gifts to
their purposes. The Real Problem? Adri needs to
make it through high school without letting
anyone around her figure out her true
capabilities—all while crushing on a guy she
knows is probably trouble. Publisher's Note:
Hunted is a YA Urban Fantasy novel with a
touch of romance, and is one of the books that
make up the Reflections Universe. The
Reflections Universe is a series of clean YA
Paranormal books featuring vampires,
shapeshifters, werewolves and more, which have
been written so they can be safely enjoyed by
both young adults and older readers alike.
Readers new to the Dark Reflections series (and
its wonderful shape shifters) should start with
Bound, one of several free Young Adult books
available from Dean. The Reflections Universe:
Some stories are too full of teen urban fantasy
shapeshifter goodness to fit into just one series!
Dean Murray is the successful author of multiple
clean young adult paranormal romance, urban
fantasy, and epic fantasy series which
collectively have more than 480,000 copies in
circulation. Keywords: Young Adult, Urban
Fantasy, YA, Free Book, Vampires, Werewolves,
Teen, Paranormal, Shape Shifters, Shapeshifters
My Enemy, My Ally - Diane Duane 1989-11
Ael t' Rlailiiu is a noble and dangerous Romulan
Commander. But when the Romulans kidnap
Vulcans to genetically harness their mind power,
Ael decides on treason. Captain Kirk, her old
enemy, joins her in a secret pact to destroy the
research laboratory and free the captive
Vulcans. When the Romulans discover their plan,
the Neutral Zone seethes with schemes and
counter-schemes, sabotage and war.
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